
F&D M R C  -   Modelling Competition 2020

This  annual  event  is  usually  scheduled  every  September.  For  2020  the  Covid19
requirements  have  dictated  an  on-line  approach,  with  photographs  of  Entries  being
examined and voted for by members online and the results announced at the December
AGM. The competition remains the premier opportunity for the Club’s Members to take
part and demonstrate their modelling skills at all levels.

Categories (open to scratch built, kitbuilt or modified proprietary models):

A - 2mm scale locos and rolling stock - N and 2mm finescale

B - 4mm scale locos and rolling stock - OO, EM, P4 finescale,

C - 7mm scale locos and rolling stock - standard & narrow gauge 

D - “OO9” locos and rolling stock

E - “Other” scale locos and rolling stock (From Z to Gauge 3)

F - Trackside/Scenic features (Any scale) - a railway/scenic feature less than 2 ft sq.

Entries in all the above Categories will also be judged for Best in Show and, where 
qualifying, the Younger Modeller award.

Rules of entry

- All Entries must be owned by Club Members and, if relevant, fit to operate. The Entry 
will take the form of one or two electronic ‘photographs’ of the model together with a 
short written description. The photographs do not have to be taken by the Member, but 
should not have undergone computer manipulation beyond simple correction of lighting 
and focus. This is NOT a photographic competition!

- A completed online ‘entry form’ must accompany each Entry. Entries also qualifying for 
the Younger Modeller category (under 26 yrs) should indicate this on the form.

- Members are not limited to a single Entry. Entries will be anonymous.

- The closing time for submission of Entries will be 23:59 on 24th November. All Entries 
will be available for view online from 00:01 on 27th November. Online votes must be 
submitted by 23:59 on 7th December.

- Voting will be by filling in an online form which will be sent to all Members. They may 
vote for the Entry they consider best in each category. They are also invited to vote for 
Best in Show and best Younger Modeller entry.

- The winner of each Category, Best in Show and Younger Modeller will be that with the 
most corresponding votes recorded online. The results of the competition will be 
announced at the Club AGM on 9th December.

- The adjudicators (on eligibility or other dispute) will be appointed before the event.

Best in Show – The recipient will receive the Club shield and a bottle of wine.
Category winners and Younger Modeller - will have custody of the appropriate 
trophy for the following 12 months.
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